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SUBJECTS: Defence experiencing budget crunch; Future Submarines.  
  
RICHARD MARLES, DEPUTY LEADER OF THE AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY: G’day. Today 
we learn on the front page of The Financial Review that Defence is experiencing a budget 
crunch. Now, this Government has been very keen to go out there and crow about the fact that 
they're engaging in the biggest peacetime build-up of our defence forces and particularly our 
naval forces. In truth this needs to happen because Australia faces the most challenging set of 
strategic circumstances that we have since the Second World War. But the idea that we are now 
facing a budget crunch in relation to what defence needs ought to sound alarm bells across our 
country. Already we've seen a hundred projects, more than hundred projects in the Integrated 
Investment Plan, this is the ten year spend that the Government sets out for our defence forces, 
we've seen more than a hundred projects being re-profiled or divested. Now that sounds a lot to 
me like Defence is not getting the equipment that it needs under this Government. We need to 
get an assurance from the Government today that the Australian Naval Shipbuilding program that 
it is so proud of is going to be delivered on time and on and on budget, and so too is the 
complete Integrated Investment Plan which is this Government's promise to this nation and to 
our defence forces at this moment in time. 
  
Last night we also heard in the Naval Shipbuilding Inquiry that not only do we not have a 
contracted minimum amount of Australian industry content for our Future Submarines but there is 
no prospect of getting that contractual commitment for at least another two years. This is a 
complete breach of faith to the working people of Australia and particularly the working people of 
Adelaide. This Government asserted that 90 per cent of the build of the Future Submarines was 
going to happen here in Australia. Now, last week we saw released a whole list of contractors 
who are working on the Future Submarines and it includes hotel providers, lawyers, consultants, 
language providers, that's all well and good, but last night again we learn that those kinds of 
services are going to be taken into account in terms Australian industry content on the Future 
Submarine. The idea that a French language provider counts when we're talking about the 
percentage of the Australian build on the Future Submarines frankly does not pass the pub test. 
We need to get a guarantee that these 12 submarines are going to be built in this country in 



Adelaide as was originally promised by this Government. 
  
JOURNALIST: $80 billion dollars for a Future Submarines program with the first submarine to be 
delivered in 2035, is this project actually viable? 
 
MARLES: This is a question that needs to be put to the Government and the idea that the head 
of their Naval Shipbuilding Advisory Board- a Former US Secretary of Navy- appeared to ask 
exactly that question is gobsmacking. And yet where is the Minister? Where is the Prime 
Minister? In answer to the single biggest procurement that Australia has made in any context in 
its entire history. I mean this is a huge issue for the Government and the Government needs to 
give an assurance that this critical capability is actually going to be delivered on time and on 
budget. 
 
JOURNALIST: Do you support the project? 
 
MARLES: We need long range submarines. Let's be really clear; Australia faces the most 
challenging set of strategic circumstances that we have since the Second World War. So there's 
no question that getting 12 Future Submarines, long range submarines, are a critical capability 
for Australia going forward and we need to see it, but we need to get a commitment from this 
Government that they're going to deliver it. 
 
JOURNALIST: What's wrong with the Finance Department pursuing innovative finance options 
for defence acquisitions? I mean shouldn’t it be about getting value for money for taxpayers? 
  
MARLES: Value for money for taxpayers is critically important and innovative measures are all 
fine, but what worries me is that we have reported on the front page of the paper today a budget 
crunch in Defence. Now, this is the single biggest upgrading of our naval forces that we've seen 
in peacetime history and we need an assurance from this Government that they're actually going 
to be able to deliver it. I'll tell you what is wrong, what's wrong is that we are seeing more than a 
hundred projects in the Integrated Investment Plan being ready re-profiled or divested which 
sounds to me like Defence is not getting what they need. 
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